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Interesting thought….

We must trust someone…and hope?

Sounds like a rather naive view.

Have you personally experienced meeting anyone...anyone you can trust?  And as 
for hope…?  Exactly Who are you expecting?

It has been said…The Creator helps those who helps themselves.  I personally can’t 
confirm that saying but I do believe it.

If you understand the responsibility of being an American, it all makes sense.  If you 
are an American by proxy, then perhaps you will never get it.  

The elites to whom you refer have no say over Americans…No one but the American 
people, the sovereign American people have a say.  Regardless of what some may 
claim, the only authority in America is the American people.  Certainly not those 
misrepresenting themselves as our legitimate government officers or any authorities. 

If they were legitimate, they would be acting as our legitimate public officers.  Our 
legitimate public officers are employees.  Employees of the people.  Legitimate public 
officers would of course respect their employers…you know us…we the people..

Do those acting like your legitimate public officers give you the proper respect? 
 Never mind proper…do they give you any respect?

Do they even do the basic jobs for which they are paid? Have 
they told you they have accepted corporate positions as officers 
of private for-profit corporations by choice?  You should know it 
is a criminal act to pose as public officers, while acting in the 
capacity of a corporate officer?  Public officers being paid from 
the public trust can not also lawfully serve on a corporate bond 
as an officer.

Do you ever wonder why criminal fraud like described at the following link is never 
dealt with?

25SEP16-Over 5,300 employees were fired – Wells Fargo 
Executive caused criminal culture
Don’t you think you should get some straight answers?

Spectators NO MORE!!!…The People are the Final Arbiters.

26SEP16-In whom do you trust?
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